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CLASSIFICATION OF DISCRETE SYSTEMS ON A SQUARE LATTICE 
R. H e r n á n d e z H e r e d e r o , D . Levi , and C. Sc imi terna 
We consider the classiñcation up to a Móbius transformation of real linearizable and integrable partial 
difference equations with dispersión deñned on a square lattice by the multiscale reduction around their 
harmonio solution. We show that the Ai, Ai, and A3 linearizability and integrability conditions con-
strain the number of parameters in the equation, but these conditions are insufñcient for a complete 
characterization of the subclass of multilinear equations on a square lattice. 
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1. Introduction 
In 1991, Calogero introduced the notion 015*- and C-integrable equations to characterize those nonlinear 
partial differential equations (PDEs) tha t are solvable via an inverse scattering transform and linearizable 
via a change oí variables [1]. Using the multiscale reductive technique, he could show tha t the nonlinear 
Schródinger equation (NLSE) 
idtu = K^u] = dxxu + p2\u\2u, u = u(x,t), (1) 
appears as a universal equation governing the evolution of slowly varying packets of quasimonochromatic 
waves in weakly nonlinear media featuring dispersión. This evolution is the lowest-order term in the 
multiscale perturbative expansión of a given PDE. The necessary conditions for the S-integrability is tha t 
P2 is real. But if the equation is linearizable, then p2 = O is the condition for the equation to be linear. 
Multiscale techniques have been used to ñnd new S'-integrable PDEs by considering higher orders in 
the expansión and to prove tha t the new nonlinear equations are integrable [2]-[4]. Possibly, the most 
important example of such a nonlinear P D E is the Degasperis-Procesi equation [5]. 
As shown in [6]-[8], the introduction of múltiple scales on a lattice reduces the given discrete equation 
either to a local nonlinear partial difference equation by imposing a slow-varying condition or to a PDE 
when dealing with C°° functions. We choose the second alternative here because the integrability and 
linearizability conditions of the discrete equation, as shown in [6], [7], are preserved only in this case. 
It was shown in [6]-[14] tha t in the case of discrete equations, we have the equivalent of the Calogero-
Eckhaus theorem [15] stating tha t a nonlinear dispersive partial difference equation is not S'-integrable if 
its multiscale expansión with respect to C°° functions does not yield an integrable NLSE at the lowest 
order. Moreover, it was shown in examples tha t a multiscale expansión with respect to C°° functions of a 
nonlinear C-integrable partial difference equation yields a linear P D E [16]. 
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Fig. 1. The Z2 square lattice where the equation Q = 0 is defined. 
Moreover, in [17], we presented some results on classifying linearizable partial difference equations 
using the multiscale reduction around their harmonic solution. 
Here, we review the results so far obtained on classifying linearizable and integrable part ial difference 
equations on a square lattice around their harmonic solutions. We ñnd necessary conditions for the lin-
earizability and for the integrability of a class of real difference equations in the variable u: Z 2 —> R and its 
three nearest-neighbors deñned on a Z 2 square lattice. 
^¿¿{un,mj ^ n + l , m ? ^ n , m + l ? ^ n + l , m + l ; / 3 1 , / 3 2 , . . . ) = O i (2) 
where the /?¿ are real parameters (see Fig. 1). We obtain the linearizability and integrability conditions by 
a multiscale perturbative expansión, requiring tha t Eq. (2) be asymptotically equivalent to the NLSE, its 
hierarchy, and its symmetries or its linearized counterpart . 
We assume tha t Eq. (2) is linear-afñne in every variable, and our classiñcation is performed up to the 
simultaneous Móbius transformations 
Ai, -i- R 
(3) 
un . 
Cun, D' 
In Sec. 2, we briefly discuss the multiscale expansión for Eq. (2). We show the basic ideas for con-
structing the integrability conditions ensuring tha t the given equation is S- or C-integrable of the order 
Aj, j = 1,2,3, i.e., tha t it asymptotically satisñes the S- or C-integrability conditions up to the third, 
fourth, or ñfth order in the perturbat ion parameter . In Sec. 3, we apply the integrability and linearizability 
conditions to Eq. (2) and present a sequence of theorems giving the conditions on the constants /?¿ under 
which the system is A\-, A2-, or ^ - i n t e g r a b l e or A\-, A2-, or ^ - l inea r i zab le . Finally, in Sec. 4, we present 
some concluding remarks and discuss open problems. 
2. Expansión of real dispersive partial difference equations 
We now briefly Alústrate all the ingredients of the reductive perturbative technique needed for treating 
difference equations, as presented in [6], [10]. We here consider the multiscale expansión in the case of C 0 0 
functions in order to preserve the linearizability or integrability of the given equation. 
Introducing múltiple lattice scales under some obvious assumptions on the C°° property of the function 
un,m and on the radius of convergence of its Taylor expansión for all the n and m shifts involved in difference 
equation (2), we can write a series representation of the shifted valúes of un¡m near the point (n,m). 
Choosing 
N,el l<i< Krj Mne° K a < Kr, 
where the various constants Ni, Ma, and e are real numbers, moreover, Kn = 1 and Km = K (eventually 
K = +00), we can rewrite the total shift operators Tn and Tm in terms of partial shift operators Tn and 
Tm and in terms of differential operators Am and Ai? 
~*-n,m • 
(e ) + °° Nj 
J-n = J-nJ-nt = J-n /
 J £ - 4 n , An = ~^~Oni, ( 4 a J 
3=0 J' 
K +00 
Tm = Tm J J TJJmí) = Tm ^ rJA$, (4b) 
3=1 J=O 
K +00 
JnJm = 4 -¿m ^ n i I ^m^- = 4 -¿ m / ^ £ J\i:m • \^J 
3 = 1 3=0 
These operators are given by appropriate combinations of {Mf./jV)d^n (explicit expressions and formulas 
can be found in [10]; see [18] for more details). For the function un¡m = u(n,m,ni,{m,j}^=1,e), we can 
assume a double expansión in harmonios and in the perturbation parameter e, 
+00 j 
un,m = E E ^y{-\numa,a> i ) e « ( « " » - ™ ) (5) 
3=í6=-3 
with vS (ni, ma-, a > 1) = vS (ni, ma, a > 1), which ensures that w„jm is real and where h and T are the 
lattice spacings in the respective directions n and m. With explicit expressions (4) for the shift operators 
in terms of the derivatives with respect to the slow variables substituted, (2) then becomes an infinite 
system of coupled PDEs. Moreover, we require that the functions u\ satisfy the asymptotic conditions 
lininj^iooic ' = 0 for all j and 9 and take the Índex j > 1 to let any nonlinear part of (2) enter the 
multiscale expansión as a perturbation. 
The multiscale expansión of a nonlinear partial difference equation with respect to C°° functions thus 
yields continuous PDEs. A multiscale integrability or linearizability test therefore requires that the equation 
be ¿"-integrable or C-integrable if its multiscale expansión yields the NLSE hierarchy or its linearized versión. 
This becomes obvious when we consider the orders beyond those where the NLSE or its linearized versión 
is obtained for the coefficient of the first harmonio u\ . Different approaches to the higher-order multiscale 
expansión of ¿-integrable nonlinear PDEs are contained in [2], [19], [20], and we considered the linearizable 
case in [11], 
We formúlate the following definition. 
Definition 1. A nonlinear PDE is said to be ¿-integrable if it has a nontrivial Lax pair and conse-
quently infinitely many generalized symmetries. 
Following [2], we can then remo ve all secular terms from the reduced equations order by order, and in 
agreement with [3], [21], we henee formúlate the following theorems. 
Theorem 1. A nonlinear dispersive partial difference equation is C-integrable only if its multiscale 
expansión is given by a uniform asymptotic series such that 
1. the amplitude u\ evolves in the slow times ma, a > 1, according to the ath equation of the linear 
Schródinger hierarchy, 
dmA] = (-o'-^arf, Ba = -1 ^ , (6) 
where B„ are constants, and 
2. the amplitudes of the higher perturbations of the ñrst harmonio vS ', j > 2, evolve in the slow 
times m<j, a > 2, according to certain linear, nonhomogeneous equations with the proper asymptotic 
boundary conditions taken into account, 
dmouf - {-i^-VB^uf = Mauf = fa(j) (7) 
for all j , a > 2, where B^d^uf is the ath ñow of linear Schródinger hierarchy (6). All other u- , 
9 > 2, are expressed in terms of differential monomials ofup,p<j. 
Theorem 2. A nonhnear dispersive partial difference equation is S-integrable only if its multiscale 
expansión is given by a uniform asymptotic series such that 
1. the amplitude u\ evolves in the slow times ma, a > 1, according to the ath equation ofthe nonlinear 
Schródinger hierarchy, 
dm„uW = Ka[u^], (8) 
where Ka[u\ ] is the ath ñow of the nonhnear Schródinger hierarchy, and 
2. the amplitudes of the higher perturbations of the ñrst harmonic vS , j > 2, evolve in the slow times 
ma, a > 2, according to certain nonlinear, nonhomogeneous equations with the proper asymptotic 
boundary conditions taken into account, 
Mauf] = fa(j), Ma = dta - K'a\u^\ (9) 
for all j , a > 2. All other vSK , n>2, are expressed in terms of differential monomials ofup , p < j . 
In (7) and (9), fa(j) is a nonhomogeneous nonlinear forcing term, the Ba, a > 1, introduced in (6) are 
complex constants, and K'a[u]v is the Frechet derivative of the nonlinear term ^ [ M ] along the direction 
v deñned as K'a[u]v = dKa[u + sv]/ds\s=o, i.e., the linearization near u of ^ [ M ] along the direction v. 
Equations (6) and (8) represent a hierarchy of compatible evolutions for the function u\ . It is obvious 
that the operators Ma deñned in (7) and (9) mutually commute. Therefore, if we ñx the Índex j > 2 in 
system of equations (7), (9), then their compatibilities imply the conditions 
Mafa,(j)=Ma,fa(j) Va,a' > 2, (10) 
where because fa(j) and fa'{j) are functions of different vS ' (the perturbations of the coefñcients of the 
fundamental harmonic up to the degree j — 1), the time derivatives dt<7 and dt , of those coefñcients 
respectively appearing in Ma and Mai must be eliminated using evolution equations (6)-(9) up to the 
Índex j — 1. Commutativity conditions (10) turn out to be an integrability test. The explicit forms of these 
conditions can be found in [17], [22], 
3. Dispersive afflne-linear equations on a square lattice 
We consider a real homogeneous afñne-linear equation with dispersión deñned on a square lattice and 
belonging to class (2). The most general multilinear equation of class (2) has at most quartic nonlinearity 
KnQm in its linear part, where K = elK and Q =
 e-
í W(K). We ñnd that 
this equation is dispersive if it is homogeneous and written as 
Q ± = 0>l(un,m ± Mn+l ,m+l ) + ^ ( « n + l . m ± " i i , m + l ) + 
+ ( « i - a 2 ) V U " + l , m + ( a l + «2)Mn,m+lMn+l ,m+l + 
+ (/?i+/32) 
+ 7 l w n ! m ^ n + l ! m + l + 7 2 w n + l ! m ^ n ! m + l + 
^71,771^71,771+1^71+1,771+1 I 
T ^,^71,771^71+1,771^71,771+1^71+1,771+1 " , V ^ ^ J 
where ai, 02 G K \ {0}, |ai| ^ |a.21, are the coefñcients appearing in the linear part and «i , a2, /?i, f32, 71, 
72, and £ 1 , . . . , £4, £ are eleven real parameters to be determined using the multiscale procedure described 
in Sec. 2. The linear dispersión relation is given by 
UJ(K) = arctan (a\ — a2) sin« (a\ -\- a|) COSK + 2aici2 (12) 
We seek those transformations that leave the class of equations Q+ invariant. They give the equivalence 
conditions for our classiñcation. It is well known that polynomial equations are invariant under simultaneous 
Móbius transformations un¡m 1—> (Aun¡m + B)/(Cun¡m + D). But our class of equations is homogeneous 
with a restriction on the coefñcients of the linear part. After a Móbius transformation, a constant term 
a0 = B4( + 2B3D(£i + &) + B 2 £ 2 [7 i + 72 + 2(«i + /?i)] + 2BD3(ai + a2) (13) 
appears. Therefore, if we do not want to restrict the coefñcients of the equation, then we must set B = 0 
to have ao = 0. Under the Móbius transformation with B = 0, the coefñcients of Q+ become 
ai 1—> D ai, 02 1—> D 02, a i 1-» D [ai + C(a\ + (22)], 0:2 1—> -D «2, (14) 
/ 3 i ^ D 2 [ / 3 i + C ( a i + a 2 ) ] , p2^D2p2, (15) 
7 i ^ D 2 ( 7 i + 2 C a i ) , 7 2 ^ D 2 ( 7 2 + 2 C a 2 ) , (16) 
Él ^ ££1 + ic£>[3C(ai + a2) + 71 + 72 + 2(«i - a2 + /?i)], (17) 
£2 ^ £>6 + ]fD[¿C(ai + a2) + 71 + 72 + 2(ai + a2 + /?i)], (18) 
£3 ^ £>& + ^CÍ?[C(ai - a2) + 71 - 72 + 2/?2], (19) 
£4 ^ ££4 + ^C£)[C(ai - a2) + 71 - 72 - 2/?2], (20) 
£ ^ £ + C2[2C(ai + a2) + 71 + 72 + 2(«i + /?i)] + 2C(£i + 6 ) . (21) 
Henee, our equivalence transformation with respect to which we classify the equation Q+ is a restricted 
Móbius transformation of the form 
u„,m 
We limit ourself here to the case Q+; the case Q_ will be considered in a subsequent publication. 
3 . 1 . Linearizable d i spers ive afl ine-l inear equat ions o n a square la t t i ce in t h e class Q_|_. 
Requiring tha t the lowest order of the multiscale expansión yield the linear Schrodinger equation, we 
obtain the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m 3 . In the lowest order e3, the necessary conditions for the linearizability of the equations 
Q+ lead to six different classes of equations characterized by different ranges of valúes of the coefñcients of 
the equation Q+ as follows: 
• Case 1: 
"2 = fh = 0, « i = /?i, 71 + 72 = 2/?i. 
(ai + a 2) 27i72 + (3ai - 2a2)a27i/3i - a1(2a1 - 3a2)72/?i 
£i = 6 = 
É3 = £4 = 
4 a i a 2 ( a i + a 2 ) (23J 
-(ai - a 2 ) ( a i + a 2 ) 2 7 i 7 2 - a2{-a\ - 5a 2 a i + 2a2)7i/?i + a i (2a 2 - 5a 2 a i - a2)72/?i 
4 a i a 2 ( a i + a 2 ) 2 
• Case 2: 
a 2 = / 3 2 = 0, a i = / ? i , (3ai - 2 a 2 ) a 2 7 i + a i ( 2 a i - 3a 2 )7 2 = 4a i ( a i - a2)a2 /?i . 
Él = 6 = 
e3 = e4 = 
• Case 3 
(ai + a 2 ) ( a ¡ 7 2 - af^f) + 2a2(a^ - 2a¡)7i/?i + 2ai(2a^ - a2)72/3i - 6a i ( a i - a,2)a20Í 
4a ia 2 (a? - a2) ' (24) 
2 a i a 2 ( a i + a 2 ) (7i - 72)/?i + (ai - a 2 ) ( a 2 7 i - a i 7 2 ) 2 + 2a i a 2 ( a 2 - a,\)¡i\ 
4 a i a 2 ( a i + a 2 ) 2 
• Case 4: 
2 1 
a 2 = / ? 2 = 0 , a i = 2a2 , 71 = - ( a i + /?i), 72 = - ( a i + /?i). 
- 5 a i / 3 i + a 2 + fí\ (a x - 2/?i)(2ai - / ? i ) 
SI — S2 — 7 > S3 — S4 — TJ
 ; 
oa2 18a2 
1 2 
a 2 = / ? 2 = 0 , 2ai = a2 , 71 = - ( a i + /?i), 72 = - ( a i + ¡3{). 
c c 
51 — S2 -
• Case 5: 
-5ai/3i + a\ + fj¡ 
6ai £3 = 
_ ^ __ ( a i - 2 / 3 i ) ( 2 a i 
^
4
 18ai 
-A) 
a i = /?i, 2ai = = Í J2 : 
2/?i 
7i = — , 72 = 
4/?i 
3 : 
• Case 6: 
(25) 
(26) 
3 / 3 2 - 2 / 3 2 / 3 i + / 3 2 3/32 + 2/32/3i + /32 
si = 7, , S2 = , (27) 
bai bai 
_ (5\ - 6/32/3i + 7/32 _ /32 + e f t f t + 7/32 
l oa i l oa i 
fí fí o 4 ^ 2 ^ 
a 2 = -p2, « i = Pi , a i = ¿a2, 71 = — - , 72 = — - . 
3 /3 2 +2/3 2 / 3 i+ /3 2 3 / 3 2 - 2 / 3 2 / 3 i + / 3 2 
SI = 7. > 52 = 7. , (28) 
oa2 ba2 
(5\ + 6/32/3i + 7/32 /32 - e f t f t + 7/32 
53 — 77 > S4 — 7Z • 
18a2 18a2 
The six corresponding subclasses of equations are invariant under restricted Móbius transformations (22). 
Cases 1-6 are also A2C-integrable because there is no linearizability condition in the order e4. 
As a consequence of Theorem 3, we can state the following obvious, but important, corollary. 
Corollary 1. If the coefñcients ai , 02, a i , «2, (3\, P2, 71, 72, and £ 1 , . . . ,£4 of the equations Q+ do 
not satisfy one of conditions (23)-(28), then Q+ is not linearizable. 
We note that the trivial linearizability condition «i = «2 = /?i = /?2 = 71 = 72 = £1 = £2 = £3 = £4 = 0 
is contained in (23)-(28). 
It is particularly interesting to consider the case where the equation has at most quadratic nonlinearity. 
In this case, we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 4. If £1 = £2 = £3 = £4 = 0 in the equations Q+, then the lowest linearizability conditions 
are 
• Cases la and Ib: 
"2 = fh = 0, a i = ft, ai = (l/4)(7 ± V33)a2, 
lí = {lTy/WÜ)l3í, 72 = (l±v /37íí)/3i, 
• Cases 2a and 2b: 
a 2 = / ? 2 = 0 , « i = / 3 i , ai = (3 /4+ 1 / V 2 Í (1 /2)^1/4 + 3^2)02, 
71 = +2^(1/41X19+18V2)/?!, 72 = ±2v /(l/41)(19+18v /2)/3i. 
Cases la and Ib are contained in case 1, and cases 2a and 2b are contained in case 2. 
We now consider the e5 terms of the expansión for cases 1-6. We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5. TAe most general A3C-integrable equation is represented as 
(ai +a 2 )7 i 
ai = (3-i = 
£1 = £2 = 
2ai 
3(ai + 02)71 
8a^ 
« 2 = /?2 =  0, 72 = 
ai 
£3 = £4 = 
(ai - a 2 )7 i 
8a^ 
(29) 
Case (29) is the intersection of cases (23) and (24). As a consequence of result (29), we ñnd that an 
equation of the form Q+ satisfying Theorem 4, i.e., dispersive with at most quadratic nonlinearity, is never 
C-integrable. By a restricted Móbius transformation 
Un,m = —" ' m , f , a = 2ai(5, (3 = 0, 7 = -71o, (30) 
7«n,m + 0 
we can obtain the canonical form of equations belonging to case (29): 
0, (31) 
where e = 02/01 ^ 0, ±1 and (' = — 2[(ai + 02)71 — 4af£]/ai. 
The following theorem is easily proved. 
T h e o r e m 6. Equations Q+ satisfying A3C-integrability (29) can be linearized by a real Móbius trans-
formation ifand only if( = (ai + a 2 ) 7 i / 4 a f corresponding to (' = 0 in (31). The linearizing transformation 
is given in (30), and the resulting linearized equation is 
Vn,m + «n+ l ,m+l + e («n+l ,m + «n,m+l) = 0. (32) 
Equation (32) is the most general linear dispersive equation deñned on the square. 
3.2 . In tegrable d i spers ive afl ine-l inear equat ions o n t h e square la t t i ce in t h e class Q_|_. In 
the lowest order e 3 oí the integrability conditions, we obtain the íollowing theorem. 
T h e o r e m 7. Necessary conditions in the lowest order for the integrability of the equations Q+ are 
• Case 1 ( 7 V = 8 ) : 
«2=/?2=0, 6 = 6 , & = & , (33) 
• Case 2 (J\í = 6): 
• Case 3 (J\í = 6): 
• Case 4 (J\í = 7): 
a 2 = / ? 2 , C K I = / ? I , a i = 2 a 2 , 
71 = 272, a i (£i - 6 ) = - a i ( 6 - &) = - 2 « 2 7 2 : 
a 2 = — #2, a i = / ? i , a2 = 2ai . 
72 = 271, ai(£i - £2) = a i ( 6 - £4) = - « 2 7 i ; 
a 2 « i = a2/?i = - ( a i + 02)72, a 2 7i = «172: 
« i ( £ i - 6 ) = - « 2 7 1 , « i (& - £ 4 ) =/?27l ; 
Case 5 (A/" = 7): 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
(a2 - ai)/?2 = («2 + a i )«2 , 2 a i a 2 ( a i - a 2 ) « i = (ai + 02X7201 - 7102), 
2aia2 /?i = 7 1 0 2 + 7 2 a ^ , (a2 - ai)(£i - £2) = (71 - 72)«2, (37) 
(a2 - a i ) 2 (£ 3 - £4) = [72(a2 - 3ai) - 71(01 - 3a 2 ) ]a 2 : 
• Case 6 (Ai = 7 ) : 
(a2 + ai)/?2 = («2 - a i )«2 , 2 a i a 2 « i = 71 a ¡ + 72a2, 
2 a i a 2 ( a i - a2)/?i = (ai + 02X7201 - 71 a¡) . 
(a2 - a i ) ( £ i - £2) = [71 («i - 3a2) - 72(a2 - 3a i ) ]a 2 ; 
(ai + a2)(£3 - £4) = (72 - 7i)«2-
(38) 
The number J\í denotes the number of free parameters contained in the resulting nonlinear lattice equation. 
The six corresponding subclasses of equations are invariant under restricted Móbius transformations (22). 
As in the case oí linearizable equations, we can formúlate the following corollary. 
Corol lary 2. Iíthe coefñcients a\, a2 , a\, a 2 , fií, (3-2, 71, 72, and £ i , . . . ,£4 oí the equation Q+ do not 
satisfy one oí conditions (33)-(35), then Q+ is not integrable. 
If £i = £2 = £3 = £4 = 0 in an equation Q+, then the lowest-order necessary conditions for the resulting 
equation to be integrable are 
• Case 1: a 2 = fh = 0. 
• Case 2: a 2 = fti, «1 = Pi, «i = 2a2 , 71 = 72 = 0. 
• Case 3: a 2 = -/?2, « i = /?i, 2ai = a2 , 71 = 72 = 0. 
• Case 4: « i = /?i, 71 = 72 = 0. 
These cases are just the corresponding subsets oí cases 1-4 in Theorem 7 composed oí quadratic equations. 
Cases 5 and 6 in Theorem 7 do not produce quadrat ic subcases. 
We turn to the order e4 in the perturbat ion expansión. We then obtain the following A2 integrability 
classiñcation result. 
T h e o r e m 8. The necessary and suíñcient conditions for the e4-asymptotic S-integrability are 
£2, £3 = £4: 
<327l 
72 = ; 
a i 
«l(£3 - £ 4 ) =/?27l-
Henee, in the order e4 , cases 1 and 4 in Theorem 7 pass the test, while cases 2, 3, 5, and 6 become 
subcases of 1 and 4. 
In the order e5 of the perturbat ion expansión, we have the following ^ - i n t e g r a b i l i t y classiñcation 
result. 
T h e o r e m 9. Up to restricted Móbius transíormation (22), the only e5-asymptotic S-integrable cases 
are given by the normalized equations 
^n,m 1 ^ n + l ^ m + l ~T~ ^ t ^ n + l ^ m ~T~ ^n,in-^l) ~T~ ^n-^l,in^n,in-^l {n + T 2 ) + 
+ {Vn+l,mVn+l,m+l + ^n ,m^n ,m+l ) T 2 + 
{vn,m + ^ n + l , m + l ) T l 7 2 = 0, (39) 
{n + T 2 ) + 
+ {Vn+l,mVn+l,m+l + ^n ,m^n ,m+l ) T 2 + 
{vn+l,m + «n,m+l)l"lT"2 + 
+ 4:Vn {n + T2)nT2 = o, (40) 
• Case 1: 
• Case 4: 
"2 = P2 = 0, £l 
«1 = /?! 
(ai + a 2)7i 
2ai 
«i(£i - £ 2 ) = - « 2 7 1 : 
Vn,m + «n+ l ,m+l + e ( "n+ l ,m + «n,m+l) + 
+ s [ e % + l , m í ' n , m + l K , m + « n + l , m + l ) + «n,m«n+l ,m+l (%+l ,m + «n,m+l)] + 
+ C vn,mVn+l,mVn,m+lVn+l,m+l = O, (41) 
"ii,ra + «n+ l ,m+l + e ( "n+ l ,m + «n,m+l) + 
+ s K + l , m \ m + l ( \ m + w n + l , m + l ) + W n , m « n + l , m + l («n+l,m + \ m + l ) ] + 
+ C vn,mVn+l,mVn,m+lVn+l,m+l = 0, (42) 
+ ( 1 ) ["n+l,m»n,m+l(*'n,ra + « n + l , m + l ) ~ «n,m«n+l ,m+l (%+l ,m + «n,m+l)] + 
+ ( 1 J r n , m " n + l , m ' ' i i , m + l % + l , m + l = 0. (43) 
ín (39) and (40), n = 0,1; if n = 0, then T2 = 1. In (41) and (42), s = 0, ±1 and e ^ 0, ±1 . ín (43), 
e=¿0, ±1,2,1/2. 
4. Conclusions 
We have completely classiñed linearizable and integrable real dispersive partial difference equations 
belonging to the Q+ class using multiscale expansions around a periodic discrete wave solution oí the 
linearized equation up to the ñfth order in the perturbation expansión parameter e. These calculations show 
that the multiscale expansión can be effectively used to classiíy asymptotically linearizable and integrable 
discrete equations. 
The obtained e5-linearizable system depends on íour parameters, only two oí which are essential. 
as can be seen from (31). Requiring that the obtained equation be explicitly linearized by a Móbius 
transformation, we reduce the parameters to a single parameter. Proving that the equation Q+ satisíying 
just ^C-integrability conditions (29) is linearizable is still an open problem. Perhaps, by passing to higher 
orders in the perturbation expansión, we could ñx the parameter £ according to Theorem 6. Some íurther 
results indicating that (29) or (31) do not provide linearizable equations can be íound in [23], 
In the asymptotically ¿"-integrable case, the A3-integrability conditions provide ñve Móbius-invariant 
dispersive partial difference equations belonging to the Q+ class depending on a reduced number oí free 
parameters, at most two. Equations (41) and (42) with s = 0 reduce to (31); moreover, with (' = 0, they 
were studied in [24], [25] and shown to be ¿-integrable. The other cases, so far as we know, are new, and 
their integrability must be proved by other techniques (because unless we can go to an infinite order, the 
multiscale expansión technique provides only necessary, not sufficient, conditions). 
We are also studying the Q_ case. In the lowest order in the perturbative parameter in this case, 
we obtain a nonlinear system oí PDEs relating the fundamental harmonio to the zeroth harmonio. The 
solution of this equation is the key ingredient in the classification of this class of equations, which contains 
all dispersive equations belonging to the ABS classification of multilinear equations on the square [26]. 
A more basic interesting class of partial difference equations that could be considered is that of the 
equations defined on a triangle, i.e., equations in the variable u: 1? —> R and its two nearest neighbors. 
=¿¿\Un,m: ^n+l,m? ^n,m+l; (44) 
where the /?¿ are real parameters . It is easy to see tha t no harmonio solution of the linear part of (44) is 
available for them. The multiscale expansión presented here is therefore not available in this case, and other 
techniques should be used. The integrable equations could be classiñed using the formal symmetry approach 
(see [24] for the case on the square), while the linearizable equations could be obtained by requiring tha t a 
linearizing transformation exist (see [23] for the case on the square). Work on this is in progress. 
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